DOES WHERE YOU GAZE ON AN IMAGE AFFECT YOUR PERCEPTION OF QUALITY?
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ABSTRACT
The aim of an objective image quality assessment is to find an
automatic algorithm that evaluates the quality of pictures or video
as a human observer would do. To reach this goal, researchers try
to simulate the Human Visual System (HVS). Visual attention is a
main feature of the HVS, but few studies have been done on using
it in image quality assessment. In this work, we investigate the use
of the visual attention information in their final pooling step. The
rationale of this choice is that an artefact is likely more annoying in
a salient region than in other areas. To shed light on this point, a
quality assessment campaign has been conducted during which eye
movements have been recorded. The results show that applying the
visual attention to image quality assessment is not trivial, even with
the ground truth.
Index Terms— Visual attention, image quality assessment, eye
tracking, error pooling
1. INTRODUCTION
The best way to evaluate the quality of pictures or video is to ask human observers to score it. The number of observers must be enough
to obtain a representative Mean Opinion Score (MOS). Obviously,
a quality assessment campaign cannot be used in imaging industry
because it is time consuming, and it must be realized in normalized
conditions. So, the challenge of image quality assessment is to design automatic metrics which provide computed quality scores well
correlated with those given by human observers.
Image quality metric may be classified into full reference metrics (where both the original and impaired image are required), reduced reference metrics (where a description of the original and the
impaired image are both required), and no reference metrics (where
only the impaired image is required). The most efficient metrics are
based on the Human Visual System (HVS) [1, 2]. Visual attention
is an important component of the HVS, which has been few studied in relation with image quality assessment. However, one could
intuitively expect that the use of visual attention information should
improve the performances of a quality metric. For example, an artifact that appears on a region of interest is much more annoying than
a degradation appearing on an inconspicuous area. So, a basic idea
to improve a quality metric, through the use of the saliency information, is to give more importance to the degradation appearing on
the saliency areas at the expense of the degradation appearing on the
inconspicuous areas. Many full reference quality metrics are implemented in two stages. In the first stage, image distortion is localy
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evaluated resulting in a distortion map. In the second stage, a spatial
pooling function is used to combine the distortion map values into a
single quality score.
In the literature, some authors try to use the visual attention
information to improve the prediction capability of quality metrics
[3, 4]. Nevertheless, the interpretation of these studies is complicated by the fact that two closely linked problems are not separately
studied. The first problem is to compute the saliency information
with visual attention models, and the second problem is to use the
saliency information in the spatial pooling functions. The goal of
this paper is to study the second problem lonely. Concerning this
first point, a quality assessment campaign has been conducted during which eye movements have been recorded. Therefore, we know
where observers have focused on exactly.
In this paper, different spatial pooling functions based on the
saliency information are examined. We attempt to answer the following question: does the use of saliency information in the pooling
function improve the prediction accuracy of an image quality metric? As a quality assessment and eye tracking experiments have been
conjointly conducted, real saliency information is available on one
hand and the MOS on the other hand. This paper is decomposed
as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the eye tracking experiments
description. The different simple metrics based on saliency information are presented in section 3. Results are given and interpreted in
section 4. Finally conclusions are drawn.

2. EYE TRACKING EXPERIMENTS
2.1. Eye tracking apparatus
In order to track and record real observers eye movements, experiments have been performed with a dual-Purkinje eye tracker from
Cambridge Research Corporation (Fig. 1). The eyetracker is mounted
on a rigid EyeLock headrest that incorporates an infrared camera, an
infrared mirror and two infrared illumination sources. To obtain accurate data regarding the diameter of the subject’s pupil a calibration
procedure is needed. The calibration requires the subject to view a
number of screen targets at a known distance. Once the calibration
procedure is completed and a stimulus has been displayed, the system is able to track a subject’s eye movement. The camera recorded
a close-up image of the eye. Video was processed in real-time to
extract the spatial location of the eye position. Both Purkinje reflections are used to calculate the location. The guaranteed sampling
frequency is 50 Hz and the accuracy is less than 0.5 degree.

collected by the eyetracker, and ∆ is the Kronecker delta. Each fixation has the same weight.
The second way is based on the fixation duration (FD) for each
(k)
spatial location. The saliency map SMF D for an observer k is then
given by:
NF P
(k)

SMF D (x, y) =
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∆(x − xj , y − yj ) · d(xj , yj ),
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Fig. 1. Eye tracking apparatus

2.2. Subjects

where NF P and ∆ have the same meanings, and d is the fixation
duration.
To determine the most visually important regions, all the saliency
maps are merged yielding to an average saliency map SM . The average saliency map is given by:
SM (x, y) =

Twenty unpaid subjects participated to the experiments. All had normal or corrected to normal vision. All were inexperienced observers
(in video processing) and naive to the experiment. Before each trial,
the subject’s head was positioned so that their chin rested on the
chin-rest and their forehead rested against the head-strap. The height
of the chin-rest and head-strap was adjusted so that the subject was
comfortable and their eye level with the centre of the presentation
display.
2.3. Quality assessment campaign
In this eye tracking experiment, participants have to assess picture
quality as in every quality assessment campaigns. Experiments are
conducted in normalized conditions (ITU-R BT 500-10). Images are
displayed at a viewing distance of four times the height of the picture
(80 cm), and their resolution is 512 × 512 pixels. The standardized
method DSIS (Double Stimulus Impairment Scale) is used. Each
observer views an unimpaired reference picture followed by an impaired version of the same picture. Each picture is presented during
8s. Observer then rates the impaired video using an impairment scale
containing five scores (imperceptible; perceptible but not annoying;
slightly annoying; annoying; very annoying).
Ten unimpaired pictures are used in these experiments. The pictures were impaired by JPEG, JPEG2000 compression or through a
blurring filter scheme. One hundred and twenty impaired pictures
are then obtained.
2.4. Human saliency map
A saliency map topographically encodes for local conspicuity over
the picture, and it is often compare to a landscape map [5] comprising peaks and valleys. A peak represents the observer’s regions of
interest. To compute a saliency map, the eyetracker data are first
parsed in order to separate the raw eye tracking data into fixation
and saccade periods. The saliency map is computed in two different
ways for each observer and for each picture.
The first way is based on the fixation number (FN) for each spa(k)
tial location, so the saliency map SMF N for an observer (k) is given
by:
NF P
X
(k)
SMF N (x, y) =
∆(x − xj , y − yj ),
(1)
j=1

where NF P is the number of fixation period detecting from the data

K
1 X
SM (k) (x, y),
K

(3)

k=1

where K is the number of observer.
Finally, the average saliency map is smoothed with a 2D Gaussian filter given a density saliency map DM :
DM (x, y) = SM (x, y) ∗ gσ (x, y)

(4)

The standard deviation σ is determined in accordance with the accuracy of the eye-tracking device. The average saliency map (example
in Fig. 2) encodes the most attractive part of a picture when a large
panel of observers is considered, so it reflects the average observer
behavior.
3. SALIENCY-BASED SIMPLE QUALITY METRICS
In the experiments, several simple saliency-based quality metrics are
tested. These metrics adopted a two stage implementation. So for
each metric, a distortion map is first evaluated from both the reference and the impaired pictures. Then a single quality score is
computed from the distortion map by using a saliency-based spatial
pooling function.
3.1. Simple distortions maps
Two methods are used to compute the distortion maps. The first
method is a simple absolute difference computed between the reference and the impaired images. And the second method is the structural similarity (SSIM) index [6] computed between the reference
and the impaired images.
3.2. Saliency-based spatial pooling
The idea is to use the local saliency information to weight a local distortion value. The general form of such spatial weighting approach
is given by:
PW PH
Q=

y=1 wi (x, y) · q(x, y)
,
PW PH
x=1
y=1 wi (x, y)

x=1

(5)

where Q is objective quality score, W and H are the width and the
height of the picture respectively, wi (x, y) is the weight assigned to
the (x, y) spatial location (i defining the way to design the weight),
and q(x, y) is the distortion value at the (x, y) spatial location.
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Fig. 2. (a) original images, (b) average saliency maps based on FD, (c) average saliency maps based on FN, and (d) switched versions of (b)
defined in section 4
Four different functions wi , derived from the local saliency information, will be studied. These functions are given by:
w1 (x, y) = SMn (x, y)
w2 (x, y) = 1 + SMn (x, y)
w3 (x, y) = SM (x, y)
w4 (x, y) = 1 + SM (x, y)

(6)

where SM (x, y) ∈ [0; Smax ] is the unnormalized saliency map, and
SMn (x, y) ∈ [0; 1] is the normalized saliency map.
4. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
The objective image quality measures are tested with two kinds of
distortion map (cf. subsection 3.1), with the four different spatial
pooling function (cf. subsection 3.2), and with two different kinds of
saliency map (cf. subsection 2.4). A switched version of the saliency
maps is also tested (cf. Fig. 2c). In this switched version, the saliency
map is split into 16 blocks and each block is replaced with another
one. Therefore, the saliency information is lost but the cover ratio
and the dynamic range remain the same. The picture database described in subsection 2.3 is used.
Prior to evaluate the objective image quality measures, a psychometric function is used to transform the objective quality score
Q (cf. Eq. 5) in predicted MOS (MOSp), as recommended by the
Video Quality Expert Group [7](VQEG). The psychometric function
is given by:
b1
,
(7)
M OSp =
1 + e−b2∗(Q−b3)
where b1, b2 and b3 are the three parameters of the psychometric
function.

To evaluate the impact of the saliency information, the different saliency-based quality metrics are compared to conventional approaches (wi = 1 in Eq. 5).
4.1. Mean Observer Behavior
In this subsection, the mean observer behavior is studied, so the average saliency maps are used here. The objective quality metrics
are evaluated by comparing the MOS and the MOSp on the whole
database using the linear Correlation Coefficient (CC) and the Root
Mean Square Error (RMSE). The results are shown in table 1 and
table 2.
For the distortion maps based on absolute difference (cf. table 1), a prediction improvement is observed with the w3 weight
function regardless of the saliency used (FN or FD). CC are 0.83
Pooling
Saliency
wi
None
1
w1
Real
w2
w3
w4
w1
Switched w2
w3
w4

FD (saliency)
CC
RMSE
0.742
0.814
0.510
1.044
0.733
0.826
0.830
0.678
0.825
0.686
0.387
1.142
0.725
0.836
0.764
0.815
0.778
0.787

FN (saliency)
CC
RMSE
0.742
0.814
0.504
1.049
0.731
0.829
0.821
0.692
0.754
0.797
0.388
1.140
0.722
0.840
0.750
0.835
0.744
0.813

Table 1. Performance Comparison of objective quality metrics. The
Absolute difference is used to generate the distortion map.
and 0.82 for the FD (Fixation Duration) and the FN (Fixation Num-

ber) saliency maps respectively, against 0.74 without the use of the
saliency information. A prediction improvement is also observed
with the w4 weight function but only with the FN saliency. CC is
0.825 with the FD saliency, against 0.74 without the saliency information. No other prediction improvement is observed, but some prediction worsenings are observed. For example, with w1 weight function, the CC are 0.51 and 0.5 for the FD and the FN saliency maps respectively, against 0.74 without the saliency information. The same
observations are done with the RMSE.
With the switched maps, no meaningful prediction improvement
is observed in terms of CC and RMSE, and even sometimes some
prediction worsenings. The same observation is done with the w3
and w4 weight functions, so it means that the prediction improvement observed with the real saliency map and this two weight functions are not due to chance.
For the SSIM distortion maps (cf. table 2), no meaningful prediction improvement is observed in terms of CC and RMSE regardless of the weight functions and the kind of saliency used.
Pooling
Saliency
wi
None
1
w1
Real
w2
w3
w4
w1
Switched w2
w3
w4

FD (saliency)
CC
RMSE
0.827
0.686
0.820
0.696
0.827
0.686
0.820
0.696
0.825
0.688
0.811
0.713
0.827
0.684
0.811
0.713
0.826
0.685

FN (saliency)
CC
RMSE
0.827
0.686
0.821
0.695
0.827
0.686
0.821
0.695
0.828
0.685
0.818
0.701
0.828
0.684
0.818
0.701
0.828
0.684

Table 2. Performance Comparison of objective quality metrics. The
SSIM index is used to generate the distortion map.
Consequently, the positive impact of the saliency information on
the prediction is not as clear as expected, and the prediction is not
really improved, even if there are exceptions with w3 in the context
of using the absolute difference distortion maps. The four weight
functions used favour the distortion appearing on the saliency area
to the detriment of the other area. The w1 and w3 weight functions
are more penalizing for the distortion appearing in the inconspicuous
areas, than the w2 and w4 weight functions. The weight functions
and the average saliency map building can be suspected to explain
the non-improvement of the prediction. The latter is examined in the
next subsection.
4.2. Particular Observer Behavior
Rather than to take heed of the average observer, the behavior of 8
particular observers are studied, their saliency maps and their quality notes are used to evaluate the objective quality metrics. For each
observer studied, the objective quality metrics is evaluated by comparing the quality notes and the predicted quality notes on the whole
database, using the linear Correlation Coefficient (CC) and the Root
Mean Square Error (RMSE).
For the distortion maps based on absolute difference, no meaningful prediction improvement is observed regardless of the weight
functions, the kind of saliency used, and the observer. The mean of
the CC variations are -0.08 and -0.07 for the FN and the FD saliency
maps respectively. The results are quite variable from one observer
to another.

For the SSIM distortion maps, the observations are the same.
There are no meaningful prediction improvement regardless of the
weight functions, the kind of saliency used, and the observer. The
mean of the CC variations are -0.01 and -0.02 for the FN and the FD
saliency maps respectively. The results are quite variable from one
observer to another.
Consequently, the average saliency map construction does not
explain the non-improvement of the prediction when the mean observer behavior is considered. A meaningful prediction improvement is not observed, even if, for one observer, the real saliency information corresponding to where he gazes to give his quality score
is used.
5. CONCLUSION
Four attention-based spatial pooling functions have been tested in the
context of image quality assessment. The visual attention recorded
during a quality assessment campaign is used. The results show that
the prediction improvement is not clearly established. The prediction
improvements on some particular cases show that the visual attention information can be interesting, but the general non-improvement
suggests that the way to take in account the visual attention cannot
be limited to a simple spatial pooling. These results are not consistent with those of previous work [3, 4], where the prediction improvements could be explained by the improvement of the spatial
coherence of the errors rather than by the saliency information itself.
New studies are required to well understand the visual attention mechanisms in an image quality assessment context. During his
evaluation process, an observer can spend less time on an obvious
degradation than on a less important degradation. In the former, the
saliency is low but the contribution to the quality score is high, and in
the latter the saliency is high and the contribution to the quality score
is lower. It seems that the saliency information and the degradation
intensity have to be jointly considered.
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